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Run # 1075- Oct. 3rd, 2019 
Hare(s):    Deep Throat with a little help from her 

virgin friend 

Location: Notre Dame High School 
Prelube:  State & Main  
On On:   Chillabongs 
Scribe:  Chips A Whore 

 
Have you ever just wanted to go out after a hard day of 

work and just have a few drinks with some friends and 

possibly go for a run? 

Well I have and this last Thursday there just happen 

to be some of my friends out at State and Main and 

just so happens they were going to go for a Hash Run 

so I met up with Curb Crawler, TNT, Slippery When 

Wet, Crash Test Rummy, Broken Boner, Sir 

Mobey’s of Dickus, Cum Liquor Snatch and Deep 

Throat. 

Have you ever had someone be so obsessed with the 

gospel that comes out of your mouth that they create a 

shirt based on those comments to assist themselves in 

daily self-improvement? 

Well I have, Slippery When Wet wore a shirt she had 

made that said, “the top ten things that she does that 

annoy Chips” The shirt was only so big and top ten 

was very modest of her. She also wrote on the back 

that making shirts was annoying as a number 11, but 

as a note that never came from my mouth but now 

that I think of it, it can stay. I normally charge for this 

type of advice but consider this a gift. 

 

Run # 3- May 30, 2020  

Hare(s): Slippery When Wet 

Location: 43 Michener Bend 

Prelube: 43 Michener Bend 

On On:  43 Michener Bend 

Scribe:  Wee Little Bladder  
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After searching for half an hour around the Michener 

Grounds looking for “Michener Bend”, we finally 

met up with the hashers in the parking lot behind the 

Michener Admin Bldg. Now how come the parking 

lot behind the Michener Admin Bldg, is now called 

Michener Bend? 

When did it change from “the parking lot behind the 

Michener Admin Bldg” to Michener Bend? 

Will somebody please explain, so next time we have a 

run that starts at Michener Bend, I’ll know where to 

go. Thank you!!! 

Anyway, “Michener Bend” was not only the start of 

the run, it was also the pre-lube for the 3rd *PV* Run. 

A hoard of hashers were already there (how did they 

know where Michener Bend was?) but we were under 

the government guidelines of 15 (or is it 50 people 

now?), so we were safe and it was easy to keep our 

social distance. 

Slippery, our illustrious RA, was also the hare and 

after the pre-lube, we circled up and introduced 

ourselves. 

The walkers, DKD, Miss Dazey, Slippery and I 

headed through Michener Gardens, where we had to 

stop for DKD to take her obligatory pee stop, and on 

to the Kerry Wood Nature Trails entrance. 

As we arrived at the entrance, we heard the plodding 

of footsteps behind us. Lo and behold, it was Broken 

Droppings 

Boner!! So good to have Boner back leading the pack 

again! 

We had a little RG to wait for the rest of the runners, 

and entered the Nature Trails. 

Have no fear everyone. Nobody ran (the runners were 

too knackered anyway, after Slippery had made them 

run around in circles with copious false trails). Nobody 

had a furry animal (leash or no leash) with them, and 

nobody was on their bike, so we didn’t cycle. There was 

no snow, so we couldn’t ski, so we were good to go 

without breaking any rules…….except of course, to 

drink beer!!!! 

It was a beautiful evening along beautiful trails. The 

Hash Hold was up the stairs to the “lookout” where we 

sat along the river and stood glaring at such a beautiful 

view. There were deer grazing in the field, and beavers 

building their dam along the shores of the lake. We 

could see the Hanging Gardens of Babylon on the 

horizon and herds of wildebeest sweeping majestically 

across the plain!!! We could even see the sea in the 

distance, overlooked by Fawlty Towers!!! (I’m sure 

there will be a Monty Python Run coming up in the “not 

too distant” future!!!) 

Yes, it was good to be alive, until I dropped my Keith’s 

and wasted half a bottle!!! 

Slippery laughed so much, she spilled her beer in the 

river!!! Haha!!! 

On the way back, Whore Sleigher decided to take a 

short cut and, like sheep (yes, I know all about sheep), 

TNT, Miss Dazey, DKD and Boner all decided to 

follow him. It was a bad mistake, as Sleigher took them 

through mangrove swamps, up mountains, down dales 

and they had to fight their way through dense jungle!!!  
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 Slippery, Mobey’s and I followed the trail back through 

beautiful forests, along babbling brooks, through Alpine 

fields where beautiful edelweiss were beginning to bloom. 

It always pays to stay on trail and follow the 

hare….especially when the Sleigher is concerned. 

Punishments were dished out at the circle up: 

Whore Sleigher was iced for 20mins for leading his 

followers astray!! 

DKD, TNT and Miss Dazey had the plank for following 

him. 

Boner and Mobey’s were both sleeved for wearing the 

same Hash shirts????!!!! Since when has this been a 

punishment?? You have to be SO careful when Slippery is 

around!!! 

Slippery had the toilet seat for spilling her beer!! 

I had the bedpan for the same offence!! 

All in all, a wonderful run/walk and it might even be a 

leading contender for *PV* Run of the Year!! 

On-On, 

Weeee 

*Post Virus* 

It has been known in the past that some scribes have been a 

little exaggerated and the truth has been somewhat 

stretched!! 

I categorically confess that the above is the truth, the whole 

truth, and nothing but the truth, so help me RA!!!!  

 

 

 

 


